
Located at an altitude of 1,600 m  
in the beautiful ‘Salzburger Land’  
state, you can gain power and energy 
from the world of the Alps.  
The four-star Alpenwelt Resort hotel 
takes inspiration for architecture,  
interior design and philosophy from  
the surrounding natural beauty.

As a member of the Selected Hotels, the hotel represents high quality standards and belongs 
to a selected range of magnificent luxury hotels with its individual and exclusive furnishing, 
design and with a service which fully meets all wishes. The hotel earned title in spa, skiing, 
hiking and children categories.

Das Alpenwelt Resort****
Family Susanne & Hannes Kröll-Schnell

Königsleiten 81 
A-5742 Wald im Pinzgau / Ortsteil Königsleiten 

Telefon: +43 6564 8282
Fax: +43 6564 8282 7 

alpenrose@alpenwelt.net 
www.alpenwelt.net 

Wellness: In the world of the unique ‘rock tub and spa’, visitors can enjoy bath and spa facilities  
in a total of 1,600 m2 interior- and huge outdoor areas as well as roof terraces.  
In the heated Infinity SKY Pool, where the sky and the mountains seem to merge, you can literally 
immerse into the world of Alps. Visitors can choose among different saunas, steam rooms, ice 
steam shower & ice fountain, dry salt recreational room, a ‘salt stone HEALTH Lounge’, relaxation 
oasis, water- and real hay beds and a fitness room. In addition, visitors can treat themselves with 
selected wellness and beauty treatments. In this Leading Spa Resort, visitors can spend a top 
wellness holiday with the highest standard in the most beautiful holiday region, in the Paradise.
Ski: In winter, visitors find themselves in the biggest ski resort of Zillertal, in the heart of the  
Zillertal Arena. The resort is located right next to the Dorfbahn Königsleiten Gondel which  
carries ski lovers quickly and conveniently to the ski areas. After a dreamful day on the ski slopes 
two ski traks will take you back to the hotel. You will find the ski school and ski rental for children 
oposite the hotel.
Hiking: In summer and autumn, the Alpenwelt Resort Hotel in the middle of the biking and  
hiking paradise of the Hohe Tauern National Park is an ideal starting point for hiking, walking, 
bike- and mountain bike excursions.
      Children: As a member of the Family Select Hotels, with the highest certification, the hotel 
         guarantees the highest quality of holiday for the whole family. The loving and professional 
          nurses of the Action Bear Camp offer games, entertainment and actions to the youngest     
             guests of the hotel - with kids menu and drinks for lunch, and drinks throughout the day,
 professional and affectionate day-care from Friday to Sunday.

Here’s the Right Time 

to Book Your Hotel for 

Summer Vacation 2017

Visit it • relax • enjoy 
have a great time... and be part of a world full of Highlights



Legendary summer buzz in the 
“festival HALL OF THE ALPS”

Art Boutique Hotel Monopol
 CH-7500 St. Moritz

Tel. +41 81 837 04 04 · Fax +41 81 837 04 05
artboutique@monopol.ch · www.monopol.ch

St. Moritz, the Nobel price, high society place, located at 1,800 m 

altitude has been attracting famous people for 150 years both in 

the Oberengadin summer and in winter. Charlie Chaplin, 

George Clooney, Marlene Dietrich Tina Turner have all been 

here, as well as Richard Wagner for a therapy and Alfred 

Hitchcock for his honeymoon. St. Moritz has seen them all.

Guests feel like stars in the Art Boutique Hotels Monopol: 

in the midst of events, in the best company, but still quite 

independently. The high quality culture of legendary hospitality 

has contributed to the “festival hall of the Alps” reputation.

The hotel is the best place to enjoy “perfectly normal luxury”: 

located in the middle of the centre, with several opportunities for 

entertainment and relaxation. 

„Enjoy St. Moritz and relax“– this is the slogan of the hotel, 

attracting guests who would like to spend their holidays 

completely relaxed, in peace and fully pampered. 

The Wellavista SPA on the sixth floor is the realm of pleasure 

and beauty with a Finnish and a bio sauna, a steam bath and a 

whirlpool with panorama offering massages, facial treatments, 

peelings, body shaping wraps and aromathera pies.

At 1800 m height, sport fans have full variety to choose from: 

at the opening of the season exclusive brands and sports 

car enthusiasts gather at the start of the British Classic Car 

Meeting. Bikers descend into the saddle at the Engadin in 

the Giro, the 11th Engadin bicycle marathon and the 

National Park Bike Marathon. Runners have three running 

races to compete in this summer and the lovers of horse 

riding have the opportunity to trot at the traditional, 

high level competitions such as the summer Concours Hippique, 

St. Moritz and the Longino CSI.



In Love with Bavaria.

According to the motto “In Love with Bavaria.”, “HELDs Vitalhotel” is intended 
to be a place with a marvellously cosy atmosphere everywhere, just like you may 
expect it from a hotel in the Bavarian Alps. Given the innumerable opportunities 
for physical activity and leisure, you can spend at “HELDs Vitalhotel” relaxing 
and restful holidays and enjoy every day of your stay after a good night’s sleep, 
whether it is alone, with your family or with friends. 

The newly refurbished spacious rooms, apartments and suites are heavenly 
places to unwind and to relax, offering unforgettable panoramic views of the 
breathtaking mountain landscape from the balcony. “HELDs Vitalhotel” is not 
only a gem of traditional hospitality but also a retreat to take a deep breath. 

HELDs kitchen offers guests traditional, down-to-earth Bavarian dishes, which 
are always carefully prepared. We care about offering our guests hearty meals 
made from healthy locally sourced ingredients, whether it is for breakfast, for 
a delightful dinner or for a special occasion. In our restaurant we pay 
particular attention to the origin and the quality of the products, 
using exclusively fresh, regional and seasonal ingredients which 
nature produces throughout the year. 

“HELDs Vitalhotel”, located in the very village centre of 
Ruhpolding, provides ideal conditions for active holidays.  
The railway station is only 400 metres away and “Vita 
Alpina” leisure centre can be found at a distance of 300 metres. 
Furthermore, the village of Ruhpolding is an ideal starting point for 
day trips to Lake “Chiemsee” or to the health resort of Bad Reichenhall, 
both destinations are less than 25 kilometres away from Ruhpolding. The cities of 
Salzburg and Munich do belong to the surrounding highlights and are very easy 
to get to among many other interesting places. 

Winter in Ruhpolding
You can also ride on a horse drawn sleigh through the wintry wonderland, enjoy 
the quiet while snowshoe hiking, or be a spectator at one of the many exciting 
international winter sports events, and fans of ski touring will find many possibilities 
to practise their sport in the surrounding area. 
And last but not least, when winter hits the Bavarian Alps with glistening snow 
it is also time for sunny winter days in crystal clear air and bright blue skies in 
Ruhpolding. It is no wonder with the large variety of things to do in Bavaria and at 
the HELDs Vitalhotel in Ruhpolding.  

HELDs Vitalhotel
Hauptstraße 70

D - 83324 Ruhpolding
Tel.:  +49 8663  5410

info@helds-vitalhotel.de
www.helds-vitalhotel.de
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A luxury hotel with award winning destination SPA, the Jagdhof prides itself with a superb international clientele, highly 
trained, knowledgeable and courteous staff, and an unparalleled convivial atmosphere of authentic, generous Tyrolean 
hospitality. Beautifully proportioned, sumptuously appointed rooms & suites – with balconies and stunning views – are 
packed with feel good factor and invite to relax. Gastronomy is exemplary and designed to delight: acclaimed gourmet à la 
carte Hubertus Stube restaurant redefi nes the art of dining in Austria with delectable cuisine and an enviable 
20,000 bottle cellar. 

Set amidst the glorious Stubai Alps in Neustift at 1000m altitude – directly facing the Stubai glacier, the Jagdhof is just 
20 minutes to Innsbruck or the Italian border. The Stubai valley offers year round all-ability activities: walking, hiking, biking, 
hunting, fi shing and fabulous Alpine golfi ng in summer and autumn - glacier skiing from October-June in Austria’s largest 
glacier ski area - and cross country skiing, tobogganing, walking and guided snow shoe tours in winter.

The pioneering jSPA is amongst the most contemporary and popular of its kind in central Europe. 
Over 3000sqm on two levels is dedicated to guests’ wellbeing with year round heated in/outdoor pool, 
outdoor Jacuzzi, SPA bar, water bed relaxation zones, wide terraces, beautifully landscaped, natural garden 
and spectacular panoramas of the mighty Stubai glacier. More than 20 inspirational saunas, baths & relax areas invite 
to boost wellbeing, free the mind and restore equilibrium. 

JOYFUL wellbeing area offers highly advanced beauty treatments and applications – plus exclusive in Austria: cult British 
cosmetic brand REN. The stunning and purpose built 700sqm Spa Chalet interconnects to the jSPA adding themed relax 
zones, library, tea bar with butler and dedicated Private SPA Suite offering infi nity duo pool, fl oating double lounger, 
innovative steam cabin with music & light therapy and much more. 

Tyrol’s most iconic destination  
Spa hotel First

SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof,
Scheibe 44 
A-6167 Neustift Stubaital 
Tyrol, Austria
T +43 5226 2666 111
mail@hotel-jagdhof.at
www.hotel-jagdhof.at

5-star Relais & Châteaux 

SPA-HOTEL 
Jagdhof



AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld in the 
heart of the Ötztal Valley is the perfect place to 
make your wellness dream come true. 
- Who hasn’t dreamt of floating across the 
surface of a heated pool as gazing up at the 
alpine peaks above? Of experiencing total 
relaxation in an excellent sauna world? 
Or of finding back to oneself and recharging 
one´s batteries while inhaling the original 
power of pure nature?

          Let’s go. 
       Take time for yourself. 
    Breathe deeply.  
Refuel your energy.

AQUA DOME 

Oberlängenfeld 140 
A-6444 Längenfeld  

tel.: +43 /5253 / 6400 ·  

The most modern and architecturally impressive thermal spa resort of 
the Alps scores with a futuristic appearing water and sauna world, 
spa & fitness facilities as well as an area just for families and children. 
Guests staying at the 4* superior AQUA DOME hotel also have exclusive 
access to the award-winning SPA 3000. Here, the peak of alpine wellness 
awaits you. Fragrant herbs, invigorating minerals, sparkling gems as well 
as fire, ice and thermal water – the resources of the Ötztal – are restaged 
here in an authentic, sustainable and above all regionally specific way. 
An experience you will never forget.

Those looking for even more treatments inspired by the beautiful 
nature of the Ötztal Valley can book one of the AQUA DOME “signature 
treatments” in the Morgentau beauty and spa area, such as the 
“Ötztal Valley Stone Massage” or the “Mountain Herb Massage”.

Whether spring, summer, autumn or winter, the AQUA DOME is the 
perfect retreat during each season. It is the place for a wide range of 
indoor and outdoor activities, from hiking and skiing at over 3000m in 
Sölden to a cooling dip in the mountain lakes or the Ötztaler Ache river. 
Guests who prefer to do workouts indoor will also be spoilt in the 500m² 
Gipfelsturm gym equipped with state-of-the-art machines from Cybex. 

Last but not least, AQUA DOME is not only the first address for those 
seeking relaxation but also an ideal location for various events. 
With a total meeting space of 900 m² and 12 seminar rooms including 
natural daylight, modern technology as well as direct access to the 
garden, AQUA DOME is the perfect setting for creative workshops, 
spectacular presentations or glittering parties.

So for whatever reason you decide to visit the AQUA DOME, 
you will choose the right spot.

The AQUA DOME is the perfect place for it.

We are looking forward to welcoming you.


